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Ion-beam sputtering codeposition assisted with either reactivesnitrogend or inert gassneon, argon, and
kryptond has been used to fabricate Fe-BN nanocomposite thin films of Fe-rich nanoparticles encapsulated in
nanocrystalline boron nitride. A combination of high-resolution and conventional transmission electron micros-
copy sTEMd, grazing incidence small-angle x-ray scatteringsGISAXSd, electron diffraction, x-ray absorption,
and Mössbauer spectroscopy has been used to investigate the structural characteristics of these films, both at
nanometric and atomic scales. Crystallized«-Fe3N nanoparticlesstypically 2.5 nm in sized have been obtained
in N assisted films, whereas self-organized arrays of amorphous Fe2B nanocolumnss,3 nm in diameter and
,10 nm in height, with small size dispersiond have been synthesized in inert-gas assisted films. Quantitative
analysis of the GISAXS patterns and of the local autocorrelation functions of the TEM images indicate a better
spatial ordering in the 50 eV Ar assisted films, i.e., when backscattering and sputtering effects are minimized.
Our results shows that low-energy assistance with light ions can be used to control the morphology as well as
the spatial ordering and chemical composition of nanoparticles in insulating matrix.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Fe-based nanocomposite materials, in which nanoparticles
are embedded in a nonmagnetic matrixse.g., SiO2, Al2O3,
BN, Cd have been extensively investigated because of their
fundamental and technological interest.1–10 To take advan-
tage of their unique magnetic, electronic, optical, and trans-
port properties in future nanoparticles-based devices, nano-
particles must be spatially ordered but also chemically and
mechanically stable. Then it is important to control their
chemical composition, their shape, their size, and size dis-
persion through elaboration process conditions. In recent
years, nanocomposite films consisting of magnetic nanopar-
ticles se.g., Co, Fe, Ni, CoPt, FePtd encapsulated in graphi-
telike carbon have attracted much attention as possible can-
didates for high-density magnetic recording media, because
graphite not only provides corrosion and wear resistance but
also reduces interparticle exchange interactions.9–14 In this
context, encapsulation of magnetic nanoparticles in hexago-
nal boron nitridesh-BN, which crystallizes similar to graph-
ite but is a good electrical insulatord may have significant
advantages to control the spin-dependent tunneling between
nanoparticles. Although disordered assemblies ofh-BN
nanocapsules containing iron oxide and cobalt oxide nano-
particles have already been obtained by arc melting
methods,15,16 most studies dealing with homogeneousM-
BN nanocomposite filmsswith M =Fe, Co, CoPt, or FePtd
reported metallic nanoparticles embedded in an amorphous
phase of BN.5–7,17,18Nevertheless, we have recently demon-
strated that Fe2N nanoparticles encapsulated inh-BN can be
produced by ion-beam sputtering codeposition assisted with
a reactive nitrogen assistance beam.8 In Ref. 8, the magnetic
propertiesssaturation magnetization, coercitivity, blocking
temperatured of unassisted and N assisted films were exam-
ined in detail.

In the present article we focus on the nanostructure of
Fe-BN nanocomposite films grown by cosputtering under
various assistance conditions. The influence of the nature of
the assistance beam on the structural characteristics of the
films, both at nanometric and atomic scales, is investigated in
detail by complementary techniques. To study the spatial or-
dering of the nanoparticles and their morphologysshape,
size, and size dispersiond, we used transmission electron mi-
croscopy sTEMd and grazing incidence small-angle x-ray
scatteringsGISAXSd experiments. Chemical ordering of the
nanoparticlessatomic composition and local environmentd
was examined by means of electron diffraction, extended
x-ray absorption fine structuresEXAFSd, and Mössbauer
spectroscopy analyses.

The present article is organized as follows. Film fabrica-
tion details and deposition parameters are described in Sec.
II. Nanometric scale characterizationssTEM and GISAXS
resultsd are presented in Sec. III whereas the analysis of the
local atomic orderselectron diffraction, EXAFS, and Möss-
bauer measurementsd is reported in Sec. IV. Finally, in Sec.
V, a summary that discusses briefly the results and a conclu-
sion are given.

II. SAMPLE FABRICATION

Fe-BN nanocomposite films were fabricated at 200 °C
by ion-beam sputtering codeposition from a single target
composed of a pure BN disk on which a high-purity Fe plate-
let s3 mm wided was placed. The base pressure in the depo-
sition chamber was 3310−8 Torr and the sputtering process
was carried out at 2310−4 Torr by using a primary Ar+ ion
beamsenergy 1.2 keV, current 80 mAd. To obtain samples
with various nanostructures, a secondary ion beamsenergy
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50 eV, current 40 mAd was employed to bombard the sur-
face of the growing films with either reactivesnitrogen as-
sistanced or inert sneon, argon, or krypton assistanced spe-
cies. The films were deposited onto Sis001d substrates
scovered with a native SiO2 layerd for cross-sectional TEM
observations, x-ray analyses, and Mössbauer measurements.
Carbon-coated copper grids were used for plane-view TEM
characterizations.

The thickness and critical angle for total external reflec-
tion of the unassisted and assisted films were determined by
x-ray reflectometry using the Cu-Ka radiation. Table I sum-
marizes the experimental conditions of deposition and the
corresponding x-ray reflectometry results. It can be seen that,
for a given deposition time of 25 min, most of the films have
a thickness of about 37 nm and a critical angle of approxi-
mately 0.30°, corresponding to a Fe concentration of
26 at. %. It is, however, worth noting that the thickness of
the Kr assisted film is 20% smaller, suggesting sputtering of
the nanocomposite film by the Kr assistance beam. More-
over, it is observed that the reactive N assistance leads to a
thickness 30% higher and a critical angle 10% smaller, as
already described in Ref. 8. Let us point out that a set of
thicker films s,200 nm, unassisted, N, Ne, and Ar assistedd
was also fabricated for EXAFS and Mössbauer measure-
ments.

III. MORPHOLOGY AND ORGANIZATION

A. TEM characterizations

Nanostructural characteristics of a series of Fe-BN films
were investigated by high-resolution TEMsHRTEMd per-
formed with a JEOL 3010 microscopesLaB6, Cs=1.2 mmd
operated at 300 keV. Figures 1sad–1scd are some representa-
tive plane view micrographs showing that the morphology of
all the Fe-BN films is granular. The unassisted samplefFig.
1sadg consists of approximately 1.5-nm Fe-rich nanoparticles
which are randomly distributed in an amorphous BN matrix
with weak contrast. Furthermore, tilting of the sample in the
microscope revealed no evident modification in the HRTEM
imagesnot shownd, indicating that the shape of the nanopar-
ticles is quasispherical. By using an assistance beam during
the growth of the filmsfFigs. 1sbd and 1scdg, the Fe-rich
nanoparticles appear more contrasted and more regularly ar-
ranged within the matrix. Furthermore, their average size in-
creases up to,2.5 nm with Ne and,3.5 nm with Ar assis-
tance. The structure of the matrix is also progressively

transformed into nanocrystalline BN. This is clearly ob-
served in Fig. 1scd that shows lattice fringes in the regions
between the particles with a 0.3–0.4 nm spacing character-
istics of theh-BN phase. A cross-sectional view of the Ar
assisted film is presented in Fig. 1sdd. The micrograph shows
that the Fe-rich nanoparticles are uniformly elongated in the
vertical direction. Furthermores002d basal planes of theh
-BN phase appear to be aligned along the growth direction,
thus leading to observe Fe-rich nanocolumns encapsulated in
poorly crystallized BN nanotubes. From these HRTEM ex-
periments it can be seen that the use of a low-energy assis-
tance beam is an effective way to act uponsid the size of the
nanoparticles,sii d their shape,siii d their local spatial order-
ing, andsivd the crystalline structure of the matrix.

To describe more quantitatively the local spatial ordering
of the Fe-rich particles with respect to the assistance condi-
tions, image processing of bright-field TEM micrographs ob-
tained with a conventional JEOL 200CX microscope was
performed. We applied the method proposed by Fan and
Cowley,19 which is based on the analysis of local autocorre-
lation functions and which has been widely used in the past

TABLE I. The experimental deposition conditions and the results from x-ray reflectometry analysis.

Sputtering beam
sion, energyd

Assistance beam
sion, energyd

Deposition time
smin.d

Thickness
snmd

Critical anglea

s°d

Argon, 1200 eV No assistance 25 38.0±0.8 0.29±0.01

Argon, 1200 eV Nitrogen, 50 eV 25 47.7±1.0 0.27±0.01

Argon, 1200 eV Neon, 50 eV 25 36.6±0.8 0.30±0.01

Argon, 1200 eV Argon, 50 eV 25 37.1±0.8 0.30±0.01

Argon, 1200 eV Krypton, 50 eV 25 30.8±0.8 0.29±0.01

aWith Cu-Ka radiation.

FIG. 1. HRTEM plane view micrographs of thesad unassisted,
sbd Ne-assisted, andscd Ar-assisted Fe-BN films.sdd HRTEM
cross-section micrograph of the Ar assisted Fe-BN film.
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to investigate local chemical ordering in amorphous materi-
als ssee, for instance, Refs. 21 and 22d. The main drawback
of this technique is the limit imposed by the thickness of the
sample, which may conceal the 3D ordering by the projec-
tion effect. In our case, the Fe-BN film thickness is not very
large compared to the nanoparticle size, and the metal vol-
ume fraction is low so that we considered that the projection
effects can be neglected, in particular in samples for which
columnar growth occured. A typical low-magnification TEM
plane view micrograph of our Fe-BN films is presented in
Fig. 2sad. It shows dark dotssthe Fe-rich nanoparticlesd dis-
tributed over a bright backgroundsthe BN matrixd. As seen
in Fig. 2sbd, the autocorrelation functionsACFd of such an
image, calculated over a large area of the order of 0.4mm2,
is radially symmetric. This indicates that, at this observation
scale, the probability of finding a neighbor particle at the
distanceR sR is the radius of the main ring in the ACFd from
a central particle is the same in all directions. Hence, it is
concluded that there is no long-range ordering between the
Fe-rich nanoparticles. In contrast, Fig. 2scd clearly shows
that the local autocorrelation functionsLACFd calculated
over a smaller area of a few hundred nm2 presents fringes
and even dots, which evidence short-range ordering in spe-
cific directions. Obviously, the fringes or dot patterns exhibit
different orientations from one small area of the image to
another, so that the sum of a large number of LACFs shows
no more information than the ACF of the whole image. The
method proposed by Fan and Cowley19 consists in rotating
all the LACFs to reach the best match between each LACF
and a reference one, arbitrary chosen. Hence, the sum of the
rotated LACFs provides an image of the most representative
pattern present in the whole image if one existssotherwise
the sum remains radially symmetricd. We give in the follow-
ing a brief description of the algorithm that we have used to
analyze the obtained TEM images.

s1d TEM plane view images of the Fe-BN films were first
digitized s256 gray levelsd and the sampling was tuned so
that the mean distance between particles expressed in pixel
spxd units remains the same for each image of each sample
swe decided to set this value at 10 pxd. This ensures that the
number of particles involved in the processing is roughly the
sames,104d, whatever the sample.

s2d 102431024 px2 images were then divided into small
cells s64364 px2 or 1283128 px2d. The scaling of the cells
is one of the ways to check the extent of the ordering. To
avoid the well known “wrap-around” artifact during the fast
Fourier transform process, each cell was first embedded in a
larger image filled with the mean value of the intensity of
this cell.

s3d As the choice of the reference cell is arbitrary, we
chose to use the same reference pattern for all the samples in
order to compare samples together. The cells were then ex-
tracted from the experimental images and their ACFs were
compared and rotateds1° stepd with respect to the ACF of
the reference cell to reach the best correlation parameter as
determined by the Pearson correlation coefficient.20

s4d The rotated LACFs were then summed to get a picture
of the main feature in the images. If local ordering occurs,
specific symmetries should be observed in this averaged sum
of the rotated LACFsfFig. 3sadg as well as high radial and
circular contrastsfFigs. 3sbd and 3scdg.

FIG. 2. sColor onlined sad 102431024 px2 TEM plane view
micrograph of the Ar-assisted Fe-BN film.sbd Central area of the
autocorrelation functionsACFd in Fig. 2sad; the radial symmetry of
the ACF indicates that all the directions are equivalent at this ob-
servation scale.scd ACF of the 64364 px2 area delimited by the
black square in Fig. 2sad; the presence of both fringes and dots
evidences short-range ordering for the Fe-rich particles.
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s5d The histograms of correlation coefficients were also
plotted and fitted with a log-normal distributionfFig. 3sddg.
In the case of local ordering similar to that of the reference
pattern, the histogram should be quite sharp and the correla-
tion coefficient at the maximum of the distribution should
reach a high value.

The process described above was applied to compare the
local spatial ordering in Fe-BN nanocomposite films de-
pending on the nature of the assistance ion beam. Although it
seems obvious from direct observation of the LACFs that the
hexagonal ordering is the most likely, we carried out the
analysis with two kinds of reference pattern: a square pattern
and a hexagonal one. As suspected, the results obtained for

the hexagonal reference are better than those obtained for the
square pattern, except for the N assisted and unassisted films
for which they were of the same quality. Results obtained for
the hexagonal reference using 64364 px2 cells are summa-
rized in Table II. Whatever the ordering criterion we consider
ssymmetry properties and contrast in the averaged sum of the
rotated LACFs, width, and maximum of the correlation co-
efficient distributiond, it shows that the greatest extent of
local ordering is obtained for the Ar assisted film. Although
slightly lowered, the ordering extent remains excellent for
the Ne assisted film and it decreases again for the Kr assisted
film. In contrast, the ordering in the N assisted and unas-
sisted samples is very limitedsit vanishes after three con-
secutive neighborsd as shown by the weak contrast in the
averaged sum of the rotated LACFs and the low values of the
correlation coefficients. It is also worth noting that these re-
sults are confirmed by the analysis performed using 128
3128 px2 cells. Hexagonal symmetry is still observed in
the averaged sum of the rotated LACFs of the Ar assisted
film, indicating that in-plane ordering statistically remains up
to five consecutive neighborsfFig. 4sadg, whereas a radially
symmetric pattern is obtained for the unassisted film
fFig. 4sbdg.

B. GISAXS experiments

GISAXS measurements were performed with the aim of
getting accurate morphological characteristicssi.e., shape,
lateral and vertical sizes, size dispersiond of the Fe-rich par-
ticles depending on the assistance conditions, but also to
check the spatial ordering over a large sample area of the
order of 15 mm2. GISAXS experiments were carried out
with the small-angle scattering setup of beamline DW31B at
the LURE synchrotron facilitysOrsay, Franced. The lateral
and vertical beam sizes were 1 and 0.1 mm, respectively, and
the wavelength wasl=0.177 nm. The angle of incidence

FIG. 3. sColor onlined sad Averaged sum of the rotated local
autocorrelation functions of the Ar-assisted film using 64364 px2

cells shexagonal referenced. sbd Variation of the intensity along the
dotted line in Fig. 3sad that enables the radial contrast to be deter-
mined as the amplitude of the first secondary maximum normalized
over the background.scd Variation of the intensity along the solid
line in Fig. 3sad that enables the circular contrast to be determined
as the amplitude of the signal.sdd Histogram of correlation coeffi-
cients fitted to a log-normal distribution.

TABLE II. The results obtained from the analysis of the local
autocorrelation functionssLACF’sd of the bright-field TEM plane
view micrographs using 64364 px2 cells shexagonal referenced.

Sample
Radial

contrasta
Circular
contrastb

Maximum of
the distributionc

FWHM of
the distributiond

Unassisted 0.40 5.16 0.331 0.135

N assisted 0.26 3.92 0.320 0.107

Ne assisted 0.46 7.96 0.392 0.136

Ar assisted 0.52 7.91 0.404 0.128

Ar assistede 0.42 0.20 0.263 0.195

Kr assisted 0.42 7.78 0.379 0.139

aDetermined from the averaged sum of the rotated LACF’sfsee Fig.
3sbdg.
bDetermined from the averaged sum of the rotated LACF’sfsee Fig.
3scdg.
cDetermined from the histogram of correlation coefficientfsee Fig.
3sddg.
dDetermined from the histogram of correlation coefficientfsee Fig.
3sddg.
eThe LACF’s were not rotated in this case for comparison.
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with respect to the surfacesaid was kept slightly above the
critical angle of total external reflectionsacd, so that the pen-
etration depth of the incident x-ray beam was of the order of
the film thickness. The transmitted and specularly reflected
beams were masked by a vertical beam stop, and the scat-
tered intensity originating from typically 1012 particles was
collected with a CCD detector placed at 380 mm from the
sample. 2D experimental GISAXS patterns of Fe-BN films
grown with various assistance conditions are displayed in
Figs. 5sad–5sed where the horizontal and vertical components
of the scattering vector in vacuumq=sqy,qzd stheqx coordi-

nate always remains negligibled were calculated as23

q =
2p

l
fssins2u fdcossa fdd,sinsa fd + sinsaidg s1d

with 2u f and a f being the exit angles with respect to the
incidence plane and the surface plane, respectively. A visual
inspection of the 2D experimental GISAXS patterns provides
a first qualitative information about the morphology of the
Fe-rich particles. The 2D GISAXS patterns for the unassisted
and N assisted filmsfFigs. 5sad and 5sbdg exhibit elliptic

FIG. 4. sColor onlined Averaged sum of the rotated local auto-
correlation functions of thesad Ar- and sbd N-assisted films using
1283128 px2 cells shexagonal referenced; specific symmetries can
be seen in Fig. 4sad, indicating a high degree of ordering for the
Fe-rich particles in the Ar-assisted film.

FIG. 5. sColor onlined 2D experimental GISAXS patterns of
Fe-BN nanocomposite films:sad unassisted,sbd N assisted,scd Ne
assisted,sdd Ar assisted, andsed Kr assisted.
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scattering rings characteristic of a 3D arrangement of nano-
particles slightly elongated in the vertical direction.24 In con-
trast, the 2D GISAXS patterns for the Ne, Ar, and Kr assisted
films fFigs. 5scd–5sedg display a very anisotropic signal, in-
dicating a columnar growth of the Fe-rich nanoparticles con-
sistent with the HRTEM results. To provide quantitative in-
formation on the nanoparticle shape and spatial arrangement,
a detailed analysis of the GISAXS intensity is then neces-
sary. In the framework of the distorted-wave Born approxi-
mation, the scattered intensity originating from a system of
monodisperse particles buried in a thin layer is given by25

Isqd = kuTsaidu2uTsa fdu2uFsq̃du2Ssq̃d, s2d

whereq̃=sqỹ,qz̃d is the complex scattering vector in the layer
scorrected for refraction at the air/layer interface and for ab-
sorption in the layerd, k is an overall scale factor,Tsaid and
Tsa fd are the Fresnel transmission coefficients in incidence
and emergence,Fsq̃d is the form factor of the scattering ob-
jets sFourier transform of the particle shaped, andSsq̃d is the
structure factor of the assembly, which represents the inter-
particle interference function. It should be noted that reflec-
tions of the incident and scattered beams at the layer/
substrate interface are neglected as the penetration depth is
low. Assuming that all particles are surrounded by particles
of identical size, the local monodisperse approximation
sLMA d is commonly used to include the polydispersity of the
system in the model.26 In our case, this assumption is sup-
ported by the TEM images of the Fe-BN films where par-
ticles of very different sizes close to one another are not
observed. The polydisperse system is thus considered as the
sum of monodisperse subsystems weighted by the size dis-
tribution. Hence, the scattered intensity can be expressed
as27,28

ILMA sqd =E
0

`

IsqdNsDddD, s3d

whereIsqd is given by Eq.s2d andNsDd represents the dis-
tribution of particle size that was taken as a Gaussian func-
tion of full width at half maximumsFWHMd w. In our
model, three possible shapes for the Fe-rich particles of in-
plane diameterDi and heightD' were tested, namely, cylin-
der, oblate spheroidsrotational ellipsoid elongated along the
vertical directiond, and capsulescylinder of diameterDi and
height D'−Di with one hemisphere of diameterDi at each

tipd, whose mathematical expressions for the form factor
Fsq̃d are given in Appendix A. The model also includes the
structure factorSsq̃d expressed within the Percus-Yevick ap-
proximation for monodisperse hard spheres29 and depicted in
Appendix B. The expression forSsq̃d depends on the volume
fraction hHS of the hard spheres, which is characteristic of
the local spatial ordering;Ssq̃d also depends on the hard-
sphere diameterDHS which is considered to be proportional
to the particle size through a constant factorC, assuming the
Fe-rich particles to be surrounded by a depleted zone which
volume is proportional to the volume of the particles.30 To
deduce the in-plane and out-of-plane particle shape param-
eterssDi,' and wi,'d and the spatial correlation parameters
sCi,' andhHS

i,'d from the 2D experimental GISAXS patterns
presented in Figs. 5sad–5sed, two cuts of the intensity map
were simultaneously fitted. The first cut was performed par-
allel to qy at qz<0.43 nm−1 corresponding to the minimum
qz valueqz

min=s2p /ldfsinsacd+sinsaidg as deduced from Eq.
s1d. The second cut was achieved parallel toqz, either atqy
=qz

min sunassisted and N assisted filmsd or at theqy position
of the interference maximum in the first cutsNe, Ar, and Kr
assisted filmsd. The Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm31 was
used to search for the parameter values minimizingx2 for
both cuts. However, to limit the number of fitting parameters,
two crude approximations were made:sid w' /wi=D' /Di

si.e., all the particles of the population have the same aspect
ratiod and sii d C'=Ci andhHS

' =hHS
i si.e., 3D particle distri-

bution with in-plane and out-of-plane spatial correlation de-
scribed by the same parametersd or hHS

' =0 fi.e., 2D particle
distribution without out-of-plane spatial correlation leading

to Ssqz̃d=1g. 2D simulated GISAXS patterns were then cal-
culated with the parameters obtained from the fits and re-
ported in Table III.x2 maps were finally plotted, withx2

defined asx2sqy,qzd=fIexpsqy,qzd− Isimsqy,qzdg2/ Isimsqy,qzd.
As an example, Fig. 6 shows that a good agreement be-

tween the simulated and experimental data is obtained for the
unassisted film by assuming spheroidalsquasisphericald par-
ticles andhHS

' =hHS
i in the model. Identically, a 3D distribu-

tion of oblate spheroids allows one to reproduce the 2D ex-
perimental pattern of the N-assisted film over the wholeq
range. In contrast, as seen in Fig. 7 corresponding to the
analysis of the Ar assisted film, the best reproduction of the
2D experimental patterns for the films assisted with inert gas
is obtained by assuming vertically elongated capsules and
hHS

' =0. In this case however, it should be noted that the

TABLE III. The results obtained from the analysis of the 2D experimental GISAXS patterns with the
local monodisperse hard-sphere model. Expressions for the form factorFsq̃d scylinder, spheroid, or capsuled
and values for the out-of-plane volume fraction of the hard sphereshHS

' shHS
i or 0d are those yielding the best

fits within the approximations given in the text.

Sample Fsq̃d Di snmd wi snmd D' snmd Ci,' hHS
i hHS

'

Unassisted spheroid 1.69 0.76 2.00 1.316 0.396 hHS
i

N assisted spheroid 2.51 1.20 3.26 1.354 0.392 hHS
i

Ne assisted capsule 2.71 0.76 9.11 1.417 0.513 0

Ar assisted capsule 3.46 1.55 9.20 1.244 0.539 0

Kr assisted capsule 2.61 0.56 8.56 1.725 0.424 0
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simulated data in the direction parallel toqz display oscilla-
tions that are not present in the corresponding experimental
data fFig. 7sbdg. We attribute this discrepancy to a particle
height distribution broader than the in-plane diameter one
sw'.wid, as seen in the cross-section HRTEM image of the
same samplefFig. 1sddg. Furthermore, whereas thex2 map of
the unassisted film in Fig. 6sdd is rather flat, thex2 map of
the Ar assisted film in Fig. 7sdd exhibits a stronger signal at
low qy values forqz<0.8 nm−1, owing to the vertical spatial
correlationsseven weakd that are not taken into account in
the 2D distribution model.

In summary, according to the GISAXS results reported in
Table III, the use of a low-energy assistance beam during the
ion-beam sputtering deposition of granular Fe-BN films
leads to dramatic changes in morphology and spatial order-
ing of the Fe-rich particles, especially when inert gas are
used. In comparison with the unassisted film, we observe an
increase of the average in-plane particle diameterDi sfrom
1.69 nm to a maximum value of 3.46 nm for Ard, a narrow-
ing of the in-plane size distributionwi /Di sfrom ,50% to
,30%d, and an increase of the aspect ratioD' /Di sfrom
,1.2 to ,3d. These morphological modifications are ac-
companied by a decrease of the out-of-plane hard-sphere vol-
ume fractionhHS

' scorresponding to a transition from a 3D
particle distribution to a 2D oned and an increase of the in-
plane hard-sphere volume fractionhHS

i . It corroborates the
analysis of the TEM images, which indicates a better in-
plane spatial ordering in the Ar and Ne assisted films than in
the other films.

IV. LOCAL ATOMIC ORDER

A. Electron diffraction results

Being complementary to bright-field TEM experiments,
electron diffraction was used to provide information about
the crystalline nature of the Fe-BN films. As typical ex-
amples, selected-area electron diffractionsSAEDd patterns of
the Ar- and N-assisted films are shown in Figs. 8sad and 8sbd.
In both cases, all the spectral rings are broad due to crystal-
line domains with small size and/or disordered structure. The
diffraction profiles of the unassistedsdotted lined and assisted
films ssolid linesd were extracted from the corresponding
SAED patterns and are displayed in Fig. 8scd together with
the position of the main lines fora-Fe scirclesd, «-Fe2–3N
sdown trianglesd, Fe2B sup trianglesd, and h-BN svertical
lined.32 The first peak corresponding to the innermost halo
ring in the SAED patterns arises from the BN matrix and
confirms the presence of nanocrystallineh-BN in all the as-
sisted filmssthe peak is weaker and broader for the unas-
sisted film because of the amorphous structure of the BN
matrixd. A corresponding d spacing of approximately
0.36 nm is estimated, slightly higher than that of thes002d
basal planes in bulkh-BN, d002=0.33 nm, as already ob-
served in Fe-BN and Fe-C nanocomposite films.6,10 The
main feature in Fig. 8scd is that the inert-gas assisted films
have the same characteristics as the unassisted film with two
broad peaks indexed asa-FesBd or Fe2B seven the presence
of FeB or Fe3B phases cannot be ruled out due to the over-
lapping of the spectral linesd. Only the N assisted film exhib-
its a different profile, which reveals the presence of«-
Fe2–3N indicating that nitrided Fe particles are formed in this
case.

FIG. 7. sad 2D experimental GISAXS pattern of the Ar-assisted
Fe-BN film. sbd Cuts of the experimental pattern parallel toqy at
qz=0.43 nm−1 and parallel toqz at qy=1.36 nm−1; best fits of the
experimental cutsssolid linesd. scd 2D simulated GISAXS pattern
with the parameters gathered in Table III.sdd x2 map with
x2sqy,qzd=fIexpsqy,qzd− Isimsqy,qzdg2/ Isimsqy,qzd.

FIG. 6. sad 2D experimental GISAXS pattern of the unassisted
Fe-BN film. sbd Cuts of the experimental pattern parallel toqy at
qz=0.43 nm−1 and parallel toqz at qy=0.43 cm−1; best fits of the
experimental cutsssolid linesd. scd 2D simulated GISAXS pattern
with the parameters gathered in Table III.sdd x2 map with
x2sqy,qzd=fIexpsqy,qzd− Isimsqy,qzdg2/ Isimsqy,qzd.
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B. EXAFS analysis

From SAED characterizations, it was evidenced that the
nanoparticles embedded in BN are not purea-Fe particles
whatever the assistance conditions. Unfortunately, it is tricky
to determine the exact crystalline structure of the particles by
electron diffraction experiments, in particular because of the
line broadening resulting from small grain sizes and/or crys-
talline disorder. Accordingly, EXAFS measurements were
performed in the total electron yield mode at the LURE syn-
chrotron facility on beamline D42 operating with a Sis111d
channel cut monochromator. The intensity of the monochro-
matic beam was monitored by an air filled ionization cham-
ber, while the absorption coefficient of the Fe-BN films was
recorded in conversion electron yield at liquid nitrogen
temperature,33 with the probed depth being in the 100 nm
range,34,35 thus of the order of magnitude of the thickness of
the studied filmss,200 nmd. The samples, electrically con-
nected to ground, were introduced in a chamber continuously
flushed by He and were positioned at about 20° with respect
to the incoming beam. He gas passed through a liquid nitro-
gen filled Dewar before entering the measurement chamber,
and it was therefore used to cool the sample. For a complete
description of this method, Refs. 36 and 37 can be consulted.
EXAFS spectra were obtained from absorption data by the
AUTOBK 2.941 code.38 Data analysis has been performed
with FEFFIT 2.984sRef. 39d versus theoretical standards ob-
tained withFEFF 8.1 self-consistent calculations.40 Data fit-
ting was performed inr space onk2-weighted spectra, but

k3-weighted EXAFS are shown in Fig. 9 to better visualize
the structure in the highk range. A difference between the N
assisted film and the others is evident from a visual inspec-
tion of the EXAFS signals as shown in Fig. 9 and their
Fourier transforms presented in Fig. 10.

Quantitative analysis of the unassisted, Ne-assisted, and
Ar-assisted films evidences the relatively disordered nature
of the structure. Local structure around Fe can be simply
simulated by Fe-B and Fe-Fe contributions. From the re-
sults listed in Table IV, it can be seen that the Fe-B distance
s0.206 nmd is significantly shorter than in FeBs0.212 nmd,
while the Fe-Fe distances0.249 nmd corresponds well to
that in a-Fe metals0.248 nmd. Small coordination numbers
of Fe-B and Fe-Fe distances suggest the formation of small
particles, most likely including a large amount of B in the
form of a Fe100−xBx amorphous phase.

The N assisted film has a more defined local structure
with more apparent shells and their few relative multiple
scattering paths have been introduced in the refinement. Re-
sults are also depicted in Table IV. The first distance is too
short to be related to a B shell and it can be well reproduced
as a Fe-N shell at 0.192 nm as can be found in«-Fe3N.
Outer shells are quite disordered but three distinct Fe-Fe
distances can be observed: 430.260, 230.278, 4
30.388 nm. They do not correspond exactly to the local
structure in «-Fe3N: 630.267, 630.273, 230.378, 4
30.384 nm, but their likelihood suggests that the formed

FIG. 8. SAED patterns of thesad Ar- and sbd N-assisted Fe
-BN films. scd Electron diffraction averaged profiles obtained from
the SAED pattern of the unassistedsdotted lined and assistedssolid
linesd Fe-BN films together with the position of the main lines for
a-Fe scirclesd, «-Fe2–3N sdown trianglesd, Fe2B sup trianglesd, and
h-BN svertical lined.

FIG. 9. Thek3-weighted EXAFS spectra of Fe-BN nanocom-
posite films prepared with different assistance conditions.
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compound is quite similar, this compound can be the result
of the direct reaction of Fe with the assistance nitrogen
beam.

C. Mössbauer measurements
57Fe Mössbauer measurements were undertaken to inves-

tigate the Fe atom environments and then obtain further in-
formation on the Fe-rich phases. Conversion electron Möss-
bauer spectroscopysCEMSd experiments were performed at
room temperature by using a constant-acceleration setup in

reflection geometry, with a57Co source diffused into a
rhodium matrix s1.85 GBqd. A He-CH4 gas flow propor-
tional counter41 was used to record the emitted conversion
s7.3 keVd and Augers5.5 keVd electrons subsequent to the
resonantg-ray scattering by57Fe nuclei. The isomer shift
sISd at the 57Fe nucleus is given relative toa-Fe at room
temperature. As is known, the CEMS technique is well suited
for surface and thin film studies, since it is most sensitive to
the tops,100 nmd of the samplesnearly 80% of conversion
electrons come from this depthd, even though there is some
contribution to the signal from a depth up to,250 nm, but
with decreasing efficiency.42

CEM spectra of unassisted and Ar-, Ne-, N-assisted Fe-
BN films, ,200-nm thick, have been measured and, as a
typical example, the spectrum of the Ne assisted film is
shown in Fig. 11sad. All spectra exhibit doublets typical of
superparamagnetic relaxation, which is as expected since the
Di and D' diameters of the Fe-rich particles measured
through GISAXS experiments in Sec. II B appear to be
markedly lower than 10 nm in all Fe-BN films. As no mag-
netic splittingsor broadeningd was evidenced, each spectrum
was fitted to the superposition of sets of two Lorentzian lines
with different quadrupole splittingsQSd, thus leading to a
discrete distribution of QS. Here, the width of the Lorentzian
lines was assumed to be 0.26 mm/s. When the doublet struc-
ture is asymmetric, we assumed a linear relation between QS
and IS to get the best fitting. The QS distribution curve ob-
tained from the spectrum in Fig. 11sad is presented in Fig.
11sbd, where it is seen that the distribution covers the veloc-
ity range between 0 and 1.5 mm/s. The hyperfine param-
eters, i.e., the mean isomer shiftkISl, the mean quadrupole

FIG. 10. Fourier transformsimaginary part and modulusd of the
k2-weighted EXAFS spectra of Fe-BN nanocomposite films pre-
pared with different assistance conditions.

TABLE IV. The results obtained from the analysis of EXAFS
spectra: type and number of nearest neighbors, corresponding dis-
tance and Debye-Waller factors2, giving the mean square relative
displacement.

Sample Shell
Type of
neighbor

Coordination
number

Distance
snmd

s2

s10−4 nm2d

Unassisted 1 B 3s1d 0.206s2d 0.9s4d
2 Fe 4.7s7d 0.249s1d 1.3s1d

Ne assisted 1 B 2.6s7d 0.205s2d 0.6s2d
2 Fe 3.9s5d 0.249s1d 1.1s1d

Ar assisted 1 B 3s1d 0.206s2d 0.8s4d
2 Fe 4.2s7d 0.248s1d 1.3s2d

N assisted 1 N 2.3s2d 0.192s1d 0.6s1d
2 Fe 4.2s9d 0.260s2d 1.2s2d
3 Fe 2.3s4d 0.278s3d 1.2s2da

4 Fe 4s1d 0.388s3d 1.2s2db

aThe Debye-Waller factor of the third shell was assumed to be equal
to that of the second shell.
bThe Debye-Waller factor of the fourth shell was assumed to be
equal to that of the second shell.

FIG. 11. sad 57Fe Mössbauer spectrum at room temperature of a
Ne-assisted Fe-BN film andsbd the derived quadrupole splitting
distribution. The solid line insbd was obtained by fitting the discrete
probabilities to a Gaussian curve.
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splitting kQSl, and the standard deviationsQS calculated
from the QS distributions are listed in Table V. Finally, all
discrete QS distributions were fitted to Gaussian curves, thus
allowing the FWHM of the distributions to be extractedsthe
derived FWHM values are also given in Table Vd.

CEMS results show that the hyperfine parameters for the
unassisted and inert-gas assisted films are close to each other.
On the contrary, the parameters for the N-assisted film mark-
edly deviate, except forkQSl, from the former ones, and this
finding is in consistence with the above SAED and EXAFS
results which already evidenced the particular role of the
nitrogen assistance. An important result is thekISl increase
from 0.14–0.16 mm/s for the unassisted and inert-gas as-
sisted films to 0.32 mm/s for the N-assisted film.

In the present study the most reliable hyperfine parameter
is the isomer shift which is a measure of the electron density
at the Fe nucleus relative to that in the standard. For the Fe
nucleus, a positive isomer shift represents a decrease in elec-
tron density at the nucleus. This electron density is entirely
due to the s-electrons, but it may be also modified by the
shielding effects of electrons in other orbitals. In Fe-B com-
pounds, it has been stated that the change in isomer shift is
due to transfer of electrons from B to Fe atoms.43 The varia-
tions in room-temperature isomer shift as a function of B
content are plotted in Fig. 12sad for amorphous Fe-B com-
pounds according to Refs. 44 and 45. In the case of unas-
sisted and inert-gas assisted films, the EXAFS data in Sec.
IV B evidenced the presence of amorphous Fe100−xBx nano-
particles embedded in a BN matrix. The experimentalkISl
values at 0.14–0.16 mm/s then indicate that the Fe environ-
ments in the films under study correspond to those in
Fe100−xBx amorphous compounds withx=35–37. The Fe-
rich phases detected here by analysis of the CEM spectra
are in satisfactory agreement with those detected by Pa-
paefthymiouet al.,7 namely, Fe60B40 and Fe80B20, in granular
Fe27- sBNd73 films prepared by rf-magnetron sputtering. Fi-
nally, let us mention that Fe100−xBx amorphous alloys with
x,35 are magnetically ordered at room temperature,46 so
that the appearance of a doublet as CEM spectrum from such
compounds shows proof of superparamagnetic behavior for
the Fe-rich particles, as already demonstrated in Ref. 8 from
magnetic measurements of an unassisted film.

Similar analysis can be performed with the N-assisted
film, for which SAED analysis and EXAFS measurements

suggested the formation of crystallized«-Fe3N. The varia-
tions in room-temperature isomer shift as a function of N
content are plotted in Fig. 12sbd for crystallized FexN nitrides
with 2.0øxø4.0.47 It then appears that the experimental
kISl value at 0.32 mm/s corresponds to the 25 at. % N com-
position, i.e., to the«-Fe3.0N nitride. The determination of
this compound is consistent with the EXAFS results. In bulk
FexN compounds, the transition from ferromagnetic state to
paramagnetic state at room temperature occurs forx close to
2.2,47 so that the«-Fe3.0N nitride is normally ferromagnetic
at 293 K. Hence the observation of a Mössbauer doublet
from this compound clearly indicates the existence of super-
paramagnetic particles.

As a conclusion, the above CEMS study brought quanti-
tative results concerning the Fe environments in the Fe-rich
particles embedded in Fe-BN nanocomposite films prepared
by ion-beam sputtering. In the case of amorphous Fe-B par-
ticles, the Fe/B atomic ratio was determined to be,2, while
for Fe-N crystallized particles the Fe/N ratio is,3.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Fe-BN nanocomposite thin films have been fabricated by
ion-beam assisted sputtering codeposition with various assis-
tance conditions. The results presented in Sec. III and IV
evidence strong dependence of the structural characteristics
of the films smorphology and organization of the nanopar-
ticles as well as local chemical orderd on the nature of the

TABLE V. Summary of Mössbauer parameters as derived from
quadrupole splittingsQSd distributions. kISl is the mean isomer
shift, kQSl the mean QS value,sQS the standard deviation of the QS
distribution, and FWHM the full width at half maximum of the QS
distribution. The experimental error bar forkISl and kQSl is
±0.02 mm/s.

Sample
kISl

smm s−1d
kQSl

smm s−1d
sQS

smm s−1d
FWHM

smm s−1d

Unassisted 0.16 0.69 0.35 0.72

N assisted 0.32 0.71 0.45 0.80

Ne assisted 0.14 0.68 0.33 0.71

Ar assisted 0.14 0.68 0.33 0.71

FIG. 12. sad Variations in room temperature isomer shift as a
function of B content in amorphous Fe-B compounds. Data were
taken from Refs. 44 and 45.sbd Variations in room-temperature
isomer shift as a function of N content in crystallized Fe-N com-
pounds. Various symbols at the same abscissa correspond to differ-
ent Fe sites in the same compound. Data were taken from Ref. 47.
The solid curve was obtained by fitting the data to a straight line.
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assistance beam. The first interesting feature revealed by
cross-section HRTEM observations and confirmed quantita-
tively by GISAXS experiments is the synthesis of more or
less columnar nanoparticles when the codeposition is as-
sisted, whether the assistance beam is reactive or not. Such a
columnar growth can be attributed to an enhanced surface
diffusion of the incoming deposited species, which could be
also responsible for an increase of the in-plane diameter.8,24

However, as seen in Table III, this effect is limited when
nitrogen is used because N reacts with Fe to form crystal-
lized «-Fe3N nanoparticles and with B to formh-BN nano-
capsules. In contrast, nanoparticles obtained in inert-gas as-
sisted and unassisted films are in the form of a Fe2B
amorphous phase. The presence of B atoms dissolved in the
nanoparticles can be simply explained by an excess of B
atoms in the matrixsB:N ratio higher than 1d and also by the
formation energy of the Fe-B bonds which is negative and
smaller than that of the Fe-N bonds over the whole concen-
tration range.48 The second striking result is that, in correla-
tion with the columnar growth, self-ordering of the nanopar-
ticles and narrowing of the size distribution are clearly
evidenced in inert-gas-assisted films by TEM image process-
ing as well as by GISAXS pattern analysis. Regarding the
nanostructural characteristics of the Fe-BN nanocomposite
films assisted with different inert gas, slight variations are
observedsTable IIId. It is, however, worth noting that effi-
ciency of the assistance to induce columnar growth and self-
ordering is actually maximized in the argon assistance case.
This result suggests that when neon and krypton are used,
part of the ions in the assistance beam do not transfer their
energy to the surface atoms of the growing film, most prob-
ably due to backscattering and sputtering effects. Indeed, a
large amount of Ne ions are backscattereds10.9% compared
to 4.7% for Ar and 0.3% for Kr, as determined fromSRIM

calculations49d, while sputtering arises when krypton is used,
as described in Sec. II.

To conclude, we have synthesized self-organized arrays of
Fe-rich nanoparticles encapsulated inh-BN and character-
ized by a high shape anisotropy and a small size dispersion.
Furthermore, depending on the nature of the assistance gas,
we have obtained nanoparticles with various compositions
and crystalline structures, from amorphous borides to crys-
tallized nitrides. However, the Fe-rich nanoparticles de-
scribed here are superparamagnetic at room temperature
whereas ferromagnetic phases should be stabilized for devel-
oping new materials for high-density magnetic recording me-
dia. In the future, one can expect to control the composition
of the nanoparticles independently of their shape and organi-
zation by using mixed gasse.g., Ar+N with variable Ar:N
ratiosd. Hence, the results obtained here provide motivation
to extend the fabrication method to nanoparticles of ferro-
magnetic alloys with large magnetocrystalline anisotropies
se.g., FePt and CoPtd or with large saturation magnetization
se.g., Fe16N2 for which a giant moment has been reportedd.50
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APPENDIX A

The GISAXS intensity originating from particles with in-
plane diameterD and heightH was fitted with the following
expressions for the form factor:
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APPENDIX B

The structure factor for monodisperse hard-spheres with
diameterDHS and volume fractionhHS, describing the inter-
ference effects, was expressed as26

Ssq̃d = f1 + 24hHSGsDHSq̃d/sDHSq̃dg−1, sB1d

where
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GsAd = assinA − A cosAd/A2

+ bf2A sinA + s2 − A2dcosA − 2g/A3 sB2d

+ gh− A4 cosA + 4fs3A2 − 6dcosA

+ sA3 − 6AdsinA + 6gj/A5 sB3d

and

a = s1 + 2hHSd2/s1 − hHSd4, sB4d

b = − 6hHSs1 + hHS/2d2/s1 − hHSd4, sB5d

g = hHSa/2. sB6d
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